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KO. 1,442.--" Notes of a Visit paid to some Peat  Works  in  the 
neighbourhood of St. Petersburg in  May 1875. By WILLIAM 

ANDERSOX, M. Inst. C.E. 

ABOUT 8 miles  above St. Petersburg, on the  left  bank of the 
Xeva, are  situated  the Abouchoff Steel Works, erected within  the 
last dozen years, for  the purpose of manufacturing ordnance, 
railway wheels and axles, and  other  things of steel. About 33 
miles south of the  village of Alexandroffsky, the locality of 
the  steel works, commences a vast  extent of bog, formed 
originally,  and, indeed, still forming, about  the base of a scrubby 
birch forest, in which, however, the  greater  number of trees ham 
long since been cut down. The subsoil is clay of small  tenacity, 
drying  to a whitish colour. Serious attempts  to  utilise  thc  peat 
on  a large scale have  only been made within  the  last few years, 
when the demand for a pure  and cheap fuel for the  steel 
works had become pressing. Under  the immediate  manage- 
ment of Captain Federoffsky, I.R.N., the works have been com- 
menced quite on the edge of the bog, where  the  layer of peat 
is only 4 feet thick, of which a depth of 2 feet is compact black 
peat  and  the  remainder  peat of a  soft mossy nature.  Farther on 
the bog is said to reach a thickness of 18 feet in  alterate  layers of 
compact and mossy turf,  the  latter  always  being  surcharged 
with water. The bog, when  cut, is of a  yellowish colour, but soon 
turns  black on  exposure to  the air. The  upper  layer of bog is cut 
into cubes and wheeled away  to be spread out and dried. The 
compact part is obtained in  thc same way,  by spade  labour, wheeled 
in barrows up an inclined plane, and  shot on to a stage,. from which 
it is shovelled into  two horizontal pug mills, each of which  delivers 
two  streams of mashed and mixed  peat, about 6 inches by 4 inches 
in  cross section. These are  at once shovelled on to low  trucks, or 
trollies without sides, and  run  along  rude railways, composed  of 
flat  iron  bars, screwed to  longitudinal  timber sleepers, to  the  drying- 
ground,  where thc mass is formed by  hand labour,  mostly that of 
women, into bricks, 13 inches by 8 inches by 4 inches, in wooden 
moulds. After  three  days of dry weather  the bricks are  turned, 
then  tilted  up  into  little heaps, and finally,  when dry,  after about, 
four  to  six weeks' exposure, stacked  away for delivery in  winter. 
The  pug  mills  are  about 18 inches in diameter and 7 feet long, 
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but  the following was  given  as a better size :-Diameter of screw 
26 inches, diameter of shaft 8 inches, pitch of screw 8 inches. 
The screws are  not continuous, but each turn is pitched 14 inches 
from  its neighbours. The number of revolutions 12, of blades 
seven;  the  length of the  barrel 9 feet;  the clearance between 
the screw and  the  barrel 4 inch. Besides the screws, there  are 
also, secured to  the casing, four sickle-shaped knives very  strongly 
made, between which, and almost in close contact, pass similar 
blades fixed on the screw shaft,  their use being to cut  up  any roots 
that  may happen to  get  into  the mills. The  two mills actually  in 
operation  were  easily driven  by a Clayton and Shuttleworth 10- 
horse portable  engine, working  under 35 lbs. to 60 lbs. of steam. 
The produce of the  two machines is said to be 30 cubic fathoms (of 
7 feet), equal to 10,290 cubic feet of undried pugged turf  in  ten 
hours. The  turf made last season into balls, about 3 inches in 
diameter, weighed 323 lbs. per cubic foot, measured as dried and 
stacked. The amount of moisture and  ash  permitted in the  turf 
furnished  to  the  steel works is 25 per cent., of which quantity  ash 
constitutes from 3 per  cent. to 5 per cent. In  the month of May 
the  turf, as dug, contains 75 per  cent of moisture. It is expected 
that above 4,800 tons of dry  turf  will be produced in  the present 
season of one hundred days, and to  dry  this  quantity an area of 
70 acres will be  required. The price is 8 kopecks a pood, delivered 
3+ miles to  the  steel works, the carriage costing 12 kopeck per pood,l 
making  the cost 13s. 9d. per ton ; at  this price it just competes 
with wood, the  present price of which is Is. per 8.4 cubic  feet, as 
stacked,  while Newcastle coal, used in  the Siemens-Martin 
furnaces, a t  27s. 5d. per  ton is more expensive than  either wood or 
peat. It is doubtful if turf can  be produced a t  a profit at  the price 
quoted above; much  depends  upon the  weather,  although  this is 
generally favourable, the  rainfall  not exceeding 17 6 inches per 
annum,  and  amounting  to only 8 inches for the  months of May, 
June,  July,  and August. Captain Federoffsky lives  in a small 
cottage  built on the edge of the bog, and has  about one hundred 
and fifty workpeople lodged in  barracks specially built for 
them.  Although most of the work is done by piecework, he 
has  to feed the labourers on account of the difficulty of getting 
mpplies  to so out-of-the-way  a place. He  is of opinion that 
nothing except the  rudest  and cheapest  appliances  can  be used 
profitably. The machines  were originally constructed to mould 

One kopeck per pood is equal t o  1.7128. per ton when the exchange is 
33@ to the rouble. 62'03 poods are  equal to 1 ton. 
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the  turf bricks, but  the cost of subsequent  handling was so great 
that   the present rude process was adopted as more economical. 
Extensive sheds were erected to  dry  the  turf under cover ; these  have 
all been abandoned on account of the heavy  first cost and labour 
in  carrying  and  placing  the  peat on the  drying racks. Excavating 
machinery for getting  the  turf is quite  out of the question, on 
account of the  large  quantity of tree roots present  in  the  bog; 
these roots, however, more than  pay for their  extraction, because 
they form an excellent fuel, and are, in fact,  exclusively used in 
firing  the  portable  ena' wne. 

It has been found economical to  kiln-dry  the wood used in  the 
pudding  and  reheating furnaces. In the Siemens-Martin producers 
wood can  be used ono year  after being cut,  and  the peat with  the 
25 per cent. of ash and moisture specified. The  peat is said to 
produce excellent gas. The  rude  tramways  are easily  shifted  about 
over the  drying-ground,  and  the  mashing machinery is also con- 
structed so as  to follow the face of the bog  as it. recedes before the 
excavators. 

In  the Proceedings of the Russian  Technical Society for May, 
1870, M. Keerayef, at  that  time Chief Engineer of the Abouchoff 
Works, gives  the  results of experiments on the  evaporative powers 
of coal, damp  and,  dry wood, and  turf.  The  trials were carried 
out  in some two-flue Cornish multitubular boilers made at  the 
Erith  Ironworks,  and of exactly  the same form and dimensions as 
a boiler in use there.  The shells  were 20.2 feet long, 6.5 feet 
in  diameter,  the  two furnace flues 14.56 feet long, 2 5 feet in 
diameter, each terminating  in  thirty-seven  tubes uf 3 inches 
external  diameter  and 5 * 64 feet long. The  total effective surface 
was 696 square feet,  calculated to be competent to evaporate 45 .4  
cubic feet of water  at 210' Fahr. per hour;  the  area of the  grate 
surface being 30 square feet. 

Two experiments  were made at  the  Erith  Ironworks  in 1869 
and 1870, with Kewcastle and Welsh coal, and  in May 1870 at  the 
Abouchoff Works, with superior, small  and  dirty coal, with  damp 
and  dry wood, and  in 1.874 with  peat moulded by  hand  into  balls 
about 4 inches diameter,  and air-dried till the moisture contained 
did  not exceed 14 per cent. 

Vood  dried  by artificial means should' weigh 160 lbs. to  the 
cubic  fathom (7 feet), or 16 .8  lbs. per  cubic foot as stacked. The 
weight of damp wood, after  having been cut one year, is 224 lbs. 
per cubic fathom, or 23 * G  lbs. per cubic foot ; the fuel  was  a 
mixture of red  and  white pine in  billets, known as  nine  quarters of 
an arschine  (equal to 5 feet 3 inches) of fire-wood. 
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Mr. Keerayef's experiments  were made with  the view of deter- 
liining  which was the most economical fuel for the steel works, 
and especially to  ascertain the  advantage, if any, of kiln-dried 
mood. The  last  line  but one of the annexed table shows that 
kiln-dried wood is the cheapest fuel, next comes damp wood, then 
the best quality of coal, then peat, and  lastly inferior coal. The 
economy derived from using  dry wood, as conlpared with  damp, is 
very  striking,  amounting  to 22 per cent. 

TABULATED RESULTS of EXPERIMENTS on the EVAPORATIVE POWERS of VARIOUS 
KINDS  of FUEL. 

1. 1 2. ' S. ~ 4. I 5. ~ 6. I 7. l 

-l- 
Where  esperiments 

were made. 

1874. 
- 
Peat. 

\Dec. 20, Mar. 25, May 7, May 23, May 25, May 26, 
1870. 1 1870. 1 1870. 1 1870. 

Date of experiments 

Kind of fuel used . 

1869. 

Good 
New- 
castle 
coal. 

335lbs. 

48 

1870. 

Good 
Welsh 
coal. 

- 

1511bs. 

50 

-- 
Supe- 
rior 
coal. 

L50 Ibs 

49.5 

aferior ~ Wooll , Wood 
coal. cutonc dried 

year; ~ artifi- 
still cially. 

damp. 1 
l 

'38 Ibs. 

40.4 

il5lbs.  796lbs. 

51 I 38.6 

Fuel consumed per 
hour. 

Cubic feet of water 

hour  at 100°'4 
evaporated per 

Fathr. 

.. 

.. 

4 . 2  Pounds of water at  

rated per 1 lb. of 
212O Fahr. evnpo- 

fuel. 

I 

9.79 10.09 7.57 ' 

l 

6.76 , 3.25  5 . 0  
i 

~ ! 
Cost of evaporating 3 

mater, in kopecks. 1 

1 cubic foot of 
, 

2.9   3 .87  4.37 l 2.7  2.1 

1 
1.398 , 0.864 ~ 0.672 

h .  m.  h. m. h. m. 
3 32 3 48 4 45 

3 . 2  

Ditto in pence. 0.960 i 0.92s , 1.235 1.024 

.. 10 30 4 
h. m. h .  Duration of experi- 

men t . 
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